A Close Reading using Mr. Tiger Goes Wild
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MR. TIGER GOES WILD

peter brown
Mr. Tiger went wilder and he went roar.

Mr. Tiger fell in the water and took his clothes off.
Mr. tiger felt wild. He was jumping over the buildings and into the fountain.
Mr. Tiger was lonely. He missed his friends. He missed the city. He missed his home.
He is free.
Mr. Tiger Goes Wild

Beginning

Mr. Tiger was sad. He was always sad.

Mr. Tiger is sad.

Middle

Mr. Tiger said ROAR!!!

Mr. Tiger was wild.

Mr. Tiger is getting wild.

End

Mr. Tiger was wild. He was happy. He was free.

Mr. Tiger was wild. He was on fire. He was wild.

Mr. Tiger became wild. He was afraid.

Mr. Tiger went wild. He was hot.

Mr. Tiger was wild. He was happy.